Characters D20 / Sera Asvek (Bothan Sp
Sera As'vek
Sera As'vek grew up on Bothawui, and learned how to become a Bothan Spynet Operative at a young
age. She also learned how to contact and be contacted by those that did not wish to be known to the
Empire. She has joined up with the Rebel Alliance and is helping to get them the supplies and equipment
they neigh need for the upcoming civil war. Despite her best intentions, Sera fears the Bothan Spynet will
not aid the Rebellion for quite some time, and it may cost the Rebel Alliance greatly. However, she will
never turn her back on the Rebels, not if she can help it. Sera works quietly behind the scenes
sometimes, and yet other times she meets with contacts and informs them where they need to go, and
what they need to do in person. Sera has made a friend with Jedi Master Laran Plyko, and is proud to
call this Jedi friend.
Era: Rise of the Empire
Age: Adult (36)
Gender: Female
Species: Bothan
Skin: Tan
Eyes: Deep Blue with flicks of yellow

Female Bothan; level 6 noble; Int: +2; Def: 16 (+4 class, +2 dex); Spd: 10m; VP/WP: (9/7); AB M/R:
+5/+6; SQ: Coordinate +1, Favor +2, Inspire Confidence, Noble bonus class skill (Climb), Resource
Access; Fort SV: +0 (+2 base, -2 ability); Ref SV; +5 (+3 base, +2 ability); Will SV: +7 (+5 base, +1
ability); Size: Medium; FP: 3; DSP: 0; Rep: +7; STR: 13 (+1), DEX: 15 (+2), CON: 7 (+2), INT: 15 (+2),
WIS: 12 (+1), CHA: 15 (+2)
Equipment:
Datapad; Toolkit
Skills:
Appraise: +11 (9 ranks, +2 ability); Computer Use: +8 (6 ranks, +2 ability; Diplomacy: +9 (7 ranks, +2
ability); Disguise: +8 (6 ranks, +2 ability); Knowledge (Bureaucracy): +11 (9 ranks, +2 ability); Knowledge
(Business): +11 (9 ranks, +2 ability); Knowledge (Politics):+11 (9 ranks, +2 ability); Ride: +10 (8 ranks, +2
ability); Sense Motive: +12 (9 ranks, +2 mod, +1 ability)
Feats:
Dodge; Headstrong; Mobility; Sharp-eyed; WGP (Blaster Pistols); WGP (Simple Weapons)
Weapons:
Punch; AB: +5; Typ: Melee; Size: Medium; Dmg: 1d3+1;

Blaster Pistol; AB: +6; Range: 10m; Weight: 1kg; Typ: Energy; Size: Small; Dmg: 3d6; Crit: 20
Spoken Languages: Basic, Bothese, Durese, Huttese
Written/Read Languages: Basic, Bothese
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